PROTECT WHAT
DRIVES YOU
FORWARD

Caption

LOOKING FORWARD
We are Melbourne’s premier service for all things detailing,
paint correction, coatings, PPF, tint, mods & maintenance.
We are enthusiasts and appreciate the love we all have for
our machines. Your car or bike will be in the best of hands
and only the best nishes are worthy of such an iconic
vehicle.
Preparing your vehicle for the longterm now more than ever
your new vehicle needs to be protected. Not only for ease of
maintenance but more importantly, to hold the value and
keep it looking better for longer.
Why choose Paint Protection? We are GTECHNIQ
Accredited Detailers. GTECHNIQ is a composite ceramic
paint protection technology that forms a layer of ceramic
coating over the surface of your vehicle and it provides the
following bene ts:
No More Wax or Polish
High level of Gloss (Glass-like nish)
Extreme Chemical Resistance (ph 2 - ph 13)
Extreme UV Resistance
Scratch Resistance
Ultra Hydrophobic & Self Cleaning Properties
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Detail Mode o er the most popular and top performing
brand out in the market. Why settle for second best when
you can get it done right the rst time? We don't give false
"lifetime" promises, we o er real protection that is tested
and proven.

PERFORMANCE UNMATCHED

GTECHNIQ Crystal Serum line is GTECHNIQ's
Flagship Paint Protection that o ers no
compromise in all aspects.
Crystal Serum provides paint protection with
previously unachievable levels of gloss,
durability, scratch and chemical resistance. Its
composite structure o ers the ultimate in
ceramic protection plus the same slick nish and
candy like gloss as the very best carnauba
waxes.
The hard 10H top and softer 7H base layer o er
improved swirl resistance over standard 9h
coatings. Compared to standard ceramic
coatings, Crystal Serum forms a relatively thick
combined lm which greatly reduces surface
hazing and improves gloss.
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Resistant to chemicals from pH2 to pH13, so
when you clean your car, even the harshest wash
chemicals will not dull your gloss. And on top of
that, contaminants like bird droppings are easy
to remove.

THE PERFECT
DUO
EXOv4 UTRA HYDROPHOBIC
COATING
Imagine a coating with
unrivalled scratch
resistance, ultra
hydrophobic self cleaning
properties and
unmatched levels of
gloss. Its all here with the
Performance + Package

CRYSTAL SERUM ULTRA 10h 9 YEAR

.
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Key to Crystal Serum Ultras
performance gain is the
introduction of a revolutionary new
7nm nanoparticle alongside an
existing 20nm nanoparticle, and
increasing the ratio of crosslinks
which reinforce and thicken the top
layer of the coating. Crystal Serum
Ultra forms an ultra- durable, highgloss, slick to the touch, chemically
bonding inorganic layer of 9h
optically clear ceramic. Once
applied, gloss levels will remain in
the upper 90th percentile for
signi cantly longer when compared
to traditional paint protection
products, and cleaning your car will
be a breeze.

The hard 10h top and softer 7h
base layer o er improved swirl
resistance over regular 9h paint
protection coatings. Compared to
standard ceramic paint coatings,
Crystal Serum Ultra can withstand
even the strongest wash chemicals
and bird droppings.
The high density ceramic layer is
resistant to chemicals ranging from
pH2 - pH12. This characteristic
also makes bonded contaminants
such as tree sap, tar, and hard
water spots, easy to remove

The molecular structure of the hard
top layer is exceptionally chemical
resistant. Crystal Serum Ultra can
withstand even the strongest wash
chemicals and bird droppings.

CRYSTAL SERUM LIGHT 9h 5 YEAR
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Serum Light forms an ultradurable, high-gloss, slick to the
touch, chemically bonding
inorganic layer of 9h optically
clear ceramic. Once applied,
gloss levels will remain in the
upper 90th percentile for
signi cantly longer when
compared to traditional paint
protection products, and
cleaning your car will be a
breeze.

The high density ceramic layer is
resistant to chemicals ranging
from pH2 - pH12. This
characteristic also makes
bonded contaminants such as
tree sap, tar, and hard water
spots, easy to remove.

Unlike mainstream wax and organic
polymer coatings, Serum and
Serum Light can resist much higher
and lower temperatures. They
resist temperatures as low as -4C
to as high as +250 C

EXOv4 UTRA HYDROPHOBIC COATING
EXOv4 delivers a hard lm that makes water-spots easy to remove,
o ers great resistance to all wash chemicals and can help withstand
micro-marring. It produces a high-gloss, warm-looking, extreme
hydrophobic nish.
It has a consistent lm that is more durable and resistant to road salt
and wash chemicals than its predecessors. Application is easy, with
a slow ash-o time, giving more time to achieve a perfect nish.
All of the above combined with the introduction of a good degree of
swirl resistance means EXOv4 represents a major leap forward in
Last Surface Protection (LSP) technology.
Recommended to use in combination with Crystal Serum Ultra and
Light for unmatched performance and longevity.
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18-24 months durability
Adds gloss, water and ultra dirt repellency

Premium
Ceramic
Packages

Additional
Coatings

Drive Clean
Have your car stand out with unbelievably shiny rims that
compliment your entire vehicle. Our wheel armour creates
a unique chemical bond over your rims making them dirt
and brake dust repellent. The stain and contaminant
resistant properties of wheel armour allow them to be
much easier to clean, with no hassle.
A single application lasts up to one year. At Detail Mode
we remove your wheel and thoroughly cleanse, machine
polish and prepare your wheels for the best possible
bond.

Gtechniq C5 Wheel Armour o ers the best protection for wheels, repelling
brake dust and contaminants and making them easier to maintain. Because
of C5's unique, exceptionally ne surface rheology and chemical bonding
mechanism, its performance is outstanding.
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FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Shiny appearance
• Dirt and brake dust repellant
• Stain and contaminant resistance
• Easier to clean

Crystal Clear
Formulated to o er the very best dirt and water repellency. One application lasts
for up to 12 months. Clear vision glass coating is straightforward to apply and
ideal for inner city driving conditions.
With non factory applied glass coatings there is a direct trade o between
longevity and repellency. G5 is designed to o er the maximum possible repellency
whilst o ering reasonable durability.
Water is blown o car screens at speeds as low as 30mph and on vertical glass
water rolls o leaving a virtually spot free surface. G5 coated glass will stay cleaner
for longer and any contaminants such as bugs and ice will be much easier to
remove.
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FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Shiny coating
• No water or dirt marks
• Water slides right o
• Keeps your windscreen cleaner for longer

Trim Protect
Trim Restorer is a nano composite coating restores trim to 'as new' condition
without altering gloss level. Strong UV absorption lter and chemical bond ensures
maximum durability with a single application typically maintaining a awless nish
for up to two years!

C4 utilises a chemical bond to become an extension of the plastic
molecule it is protecting.
The coating swaps part of its molecular structure with the surface
molecules of your car’s trim. This means that you have a protective
coating of unparalleled durability.
Unlike many trim products on the market, C4 is exceptionally thin
(circa 30 nanometers) optically clear lm – this means it will not add
an unattractive gloss nish to the surface. Instead, it restores all, but
the most faded trim to an ‘as new’ condition. It is ideal for new trim,
helping to prevent fading.
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FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Restores trim to "as new" condition
• Provides thin clear lm - does not add sticky gloss
• Up to 2 years durability
• Stain and contaminant resistance
• Easier to clean

Guardian
I1 Smart Fabric AB protects all kinds of fabrics from
water-based stains. It is breathable and extremely
durable, thanks to Gtechniq’s unique scienti c formula.
With added Biocote ® antimicrobial technology, treated
surfaces will kill 99% of bacteria. Making it ideal for use
inside your car to protect you and your family from
harmful germs.
*From: $230 +gst
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Smart Fabric is colour safe. Nano particles that make up I1 Smart Fabric
coat each fabric bre individually, leaving the texture una ected, allowing
the material to breathe. This means stale air will still be able to escape,
while repelling water and and oil-based liquids.
Even more hydrophobic than its predecessor, I1 Smart Fabric V2 leaves
no remnants of a spillage and moisture simply falls o a coated surface.
Laboratory testing reveals that I1 V2 repels water to the highest standard
set by the American Association of Textile Chemists and Colourists
(AATCC) – ISO 5. And wash tests reveal the product remains at its full
performance level after being washed on a 40 degree cycle, and even
after ve washes still performs better than its predecessor.
On average I1 will last on a car’s interior for between 6 and 12 months depending how ‘used’ the surface is.

Paint
Protection
Film

Defence
Hexis Bodyfence at the cutting edge
of technology,
Paint Protection Film. The ultimate in
defence against harsh driving conditions,
With the undeniable performance of
Hexis Bodyfence installed on some of the
most valuable vehicles across the globe
we have brought it here to you.
#HexisBodyfence
Key beni ts of PPF are
Stone Chip / Scratch Resitance
Self Healing
Hydrophobic
UV Repellent
10 year warranty
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Gtechniq Halo PPF exible lm coating

Ceramic
Window
Film

Vortex Ceramic
State-of-the-art manufacturing capabilities make it possible to
deliver a lm that o ers unprecedented heat rejection, increased
glare control and outstanding UV rejection. With several di erent
shades to choose from, this nano ceramic lm will keep the inside
of your car signi cantly cooler, for ultimate driving comfort. You’ll
also be driving in style and get all the privacy you need.
Features and Bene ts:
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• Advanced ceramic technology rejects up to 96% of infrared
rays
• Total Solar Energy Rejection up to 65%
• Blocks more than 99% of skin-cancer-causing UV rays
• SPF 285+
• Signal-friendly so it won’t interfere with mobile phones, GPS
navigation, satellite radio and other electronic devices
• Increased safety – keeps shattered glass together
• Helps reduce fading
• Rich black colour, minimising uncomfortable glare
• Many shades available from dark to light, accommodating
any driver’s preference
• Limited lifetime warranty

When you want the very best for your car
or bike Detail Mode delivers. We pride
ourselves on our integrity and
uncompromising standards

Detail Mode Pty Ltd 25/120 Newlands Road Coburg North VIC 3058 PH: 0414346459 www.detailmode.com.au

